[CT-colonography: current status and future directions in consideration of the technical evolution].
Computertomography and with it CT-colonography evolves technically and also possibilities of data processing proceed rapidly. The current status of CTC can be summarized as follows:The method represents a true alternative to barium enema if technical conditions are given.CTC can be performed with excellent results immediately following an incomplete colonoscopy. In pretherapeutic diagnosis of colorectal carcinoma, CTC can be combined with a staging CT of the abdomen. The recent technical advances with new 16 row technology in image quality and data acquisition - mainly concerning the spatial and temporal resolution - are very promising. Developments in postprocessing of CT data can also contribute to a higher efficiency of labor. Alternative preparation schemata can lead to a more comfortable bowel cleansing and stool labeling can even avoid this procedure, resulting both in an even improved compliance. Radiation exposure in low dose technique is comparable to a double contrast barium enema and can be still reduced by optimisation of scanning parameters.The aim of the following article is (1 to give an overview of the current status of patient preparation, image acquisition and data processing; (2) to review recent clinical trials and experimental studies and to show future directions of CTC with regard to the clinical development.